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Abstract 

 
This paper presents a design and analysis approach for micropositioning stage 

based on 3-RPR parallel kinematic linkage. The dimensions of the stage are first 
obtained and static, dynamic characteristics of the stage are predicted. The objective 
here is to maximize the workspace (for ranges of both position and orientation) and 
minimize the singularities inherent in the system. After arriving the dimensions, the 
finite element model of linkage is developed in ANSYS and its resonant frequencies 
and deflections are also predicted to identify the effects of flexure hinges on overall 
performance.  

Keywords: Planar positioning stage, Compliant parallel linkage, Electrostatic 
actuation, Flexure hinges, Finite element analysis. 

1 Introduction 
Precision manufacturing and metrology have been aided by the development of 
micro positioning stages. Micro positioning stages have been essential instruments in 
laser welding, lithography processes for semiconductors and thin-film transistor 
liquid crystal displays, probe and object positioning of atomic force microscopes 
(AFMs), scanning probe microscopes (SPMs), cell biology and medical research. 
Such practical demands have generated many studies in recent years. In general, a 
micropositioning stage is an instrument that positions an end-effector to a desired 
position in the workspace with sub-micrometer resolution. For superior resolution 
and accuracy, a micro positioning stage uses actuators, sensors and linkages that 
differ from those of conventional positioners. Piezoelectric stacks, thermomechanical 
actuators, electro-static combs, pressure-elongated cylinders and magnetostrictive 
materials are used as actuators for micro and nanopositioning. Capacitive proximity 
sensors, laser interferometers and linear variable differential transformers are used as 
sensors because of their high resolution. For micro/nano scale manipulation, several 
parallel manipulators employing compliant mechanisms have been designed. Flexure 
hinges in these mechanisms help in force and displacement transmission without 
wear and backlash. The number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of a micropositioning 
stage is determined according to the use and purpose of the stage. Stages were 
originally limited to one or two DOFs (typically x and y). However, progress in the 
fields of micro manufacturing, biotechnology and optical measurements has 
increased the demand for more degrees of freedom and higher resolution.        
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1.1 Literature review 
Several authors reported various types of parallel kinematic linkages for the design 
of micropositioning stages. Chen et al. [1] reported the design of a planar compliant 
fixture, comprising a platform movable in X-Y- and three-flexure based supporting 
legs. Company et al. [2] presented a kinetostatic analysis of a planar parallel 
mechanism intended to be used in high accuracy applications. Liu et al. [3] 
illustrated the methodology of design, fabrication and testing of a micro 
electromechanical system-based three axis positioning stage. Mukhopadhyay et 
al.[4] presented design and analysis approach of a planar micropositioning stage 
having three degrees of freedom based on 3-PRR parallel kinematic linkage. Yong 
and Lu [5] employed 3-RRR parallel kinematic linkage with flexure hinges for 
development of a micromotion stage. Tian et al. [6] presented a five-bar compliant 
linkage working as micromanipulator driven with piezoelectric actuators and lever 
mechanism. Dong and Ferreira [7] presented the design and analysis of a cantilever 
device operated by a two degree of freedom translational micropositioning stage. 
Arbat et al. [8] shown the design and validation procedure of a control circuits for 
micro-cantilever tools of a robot. Li and Xu [9] described the modelling and 
evaluation of a nearly uncoupled XY micromanipulator designed for micro-
positioning applications. Xu and Li [10] studied the factors affecting the positioning 
accuracy of an XY parallel micromanipulator operated with piezoelectric actuation. 
Moon et al. [11] developed a piezoelectrically actuated 6-degree of freedom stage for 
micropositioning. More recently, Majarena et al.[12] described algorithms for 
designing a two degree of freedom platform based on parallel kinematics for 
positioning and orienting two ultra precision cameras.  

1.2 Objectives of the present work 

Based on the available literature, it is found that piezoelectric actuation is more 
commonly used in micro positioning stages with compliant planar and spatial 
parallel linkages having flexure hinges. As a viable alternative, electrostatic 
actuation can also be used to generate narrow deformations and required 
resolution/sensitivity of the stage may be obtained.  Present work deals with the 
description of micropositioning stage based on simple 3-RPR planar parallel linkage 
actuated with electrostatic comb-drives. In continuation of earlier work [13], it is 
proposed to define the singular-free configuration in workspace and the dynamic 
analysis is conducted to know the effects of narrow circular flexural hinges on the 
platform motion and natural frequencies of the system. 

2 Kinematic Analysis 
Conventional 3-RPR planar parallel linkage contains on each of its three limbs, two 
revolute passive joints with one active prismatic joint in-between forming the 
coordination and orientation of moving platform. The proposed compliant linkage 
uses flexural hinges to replace the revolute joints so as to minimize the loss of 
motion at the platform, while the prismatic drive is provided by electro static comb-
drives. Figure 1 shows the architecture of proposed stage. It is a monolithic 
compliant structure. The flexure hinges in micropositioning applications are highly 
favored as precision kinematic elements due to their high repeatability and 
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continuous force/displacement transfer without the detrimental properties frequently 
found in mechanical linkages such as backlash, stick-slip and wear. However, the 
limited travel–range and weak strength confines their use.  
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     (a) Proposed micro mechanism                        (b) Conventional counterpart   

Figure 1: 3-RPR parallel Linkage  
 

Flexure hinges have a large rotational compliance along the sensitive axis but small 
compliances along the other axes. If one end of a flexure hinge is fixed and a lateral 
force is applied to the other end, the neck of flexure bends, resulting in a rotational 
motion of the other end. Two types of flexure hinges are commonly used: (i) 1-D and 
(ii) 2-D flexure hinges, based on their relative rotational degrees of freedom of one 
side with respect to the other. The first type of flexure hinges are widely used in 
micropositioning application since they can be easily constructed using wire electric 
discharge machining. An empirical formula describing the rotational stiffness for a 

1-D flexure hinge as seen in Figure .2 is described by [14] Kb=
2/1

2/5

R9

Eht2


Nm/rad, 

where E is the Young’s modulus and h, t and R are dimensions shown in Figure 2.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: One-dimensional Flexure hinge with rectangular cross-section 
 

This relation applies in the range t/R [0.05 0.5]. Dimensions of these flexure hinges 
and their positions on the links greatly influence the characteristics of the micro/nano 
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manipulation mechanism, especially its working range. Referring to Fig. 1(b), the 
position kinematics of conventional 3-RPR linkage is represented as follows: 
Length of ith limb d2i, (which is the distance between points flexure hinge centres Oi 
and Pi ) is given by: 
 d2i

2=(Pix -Oix)2 + (Piy - Oiy)2,  i=1,2,3.      (1)  

 
 

) 

In line with Fig.1(b), for each leg with the coordinates of the base triangle shown, we 
can write: 
 d21

2=x2 + y2 
 d22

2=(x - xO2+L2cos)2  + (y +L2sin)2

d23
2=(x- xO3+L3cos(+))2  + (y- yO3+L3sin(+))2      (2) 

where x(=xC- Lx cos +Ly sin ) and y(=yC- Lx sin  - Ly cos ) are the coordinates 
of one the points (P1) on the moving platform (triangle) and Lx, Ly are the horizontal 
and vertical distances of platform center C with respect to coordinate frame at P1. 
Often for symmetric analysis, fixed and movable platforms are treated as equilateral 
triangles (=/3), so that the parameters Lx, Ly, L2 and L3 are expressed in terms of 
the radius of circumscribed circle r, while r1 is used to represent radius of circle 
circumscribing base triangle. In present case, Lx=rcos(/2) and Ly=rsin(/2). Also 
L2=L3=2Lx. Workspace through which the stage can displace depends on the 
deflection of the mechanism under the actuation force provided by comb drive 
actuators. It is determined by using a computer search algorithm over a candidate 
region in which it resides. The workspace circles defined by Eqs.(2) are used to 
determine workspace based on the minimal and maximal values of d2i 
(i=1,2,3).Velocity equation that relates the joint rates { q } and velocity vector of 

table-center is written by differentiating the position equation (2) as: 



}X{ C


 [Jq]{ } =[Jq X]         (3) }X{ C


where [Jq] and [JX] are Jacobian matrices. The composite matrix [J]=[Jq]-1[[JX] 
defines the Jacobian of the manipulator system, which in general should be of full 
rank. In singular configurations only it becomes rank deficient. For the present case, 
the following matrices are used: 

[Jq]=          (4) 
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A numerical approach is adopted for identification of singularities based on the 
performance index known as condition number. The condition number expresses 
how a relative error in joint coordinates gets multiplied and leads to a relative error at 
the moving platform. It characterizes in some sense the dexterity of the robot and is 
defines as: 

]J[]J[       1                  (6) κ =

where the Euclidean norm .  of a matrix [J] is given by 
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 ])J][W[]J([trJ T                        (7) 

Here, [W]=



3

1
[I] for the purpose of normalization, with [I] as 3×3 identity matrix. 

The condition number κ is a function of geometrical parameters as well as 
configuration variables [15] and varies from 1 to . When the condition number is 
, it refers to the singular configuration, while κ=1 indicates the condition of 
isotropic xterity. Thus, objective is to maximize the global dexterity index defined 

as GDI=

de

V

1
(1/κ)dV, where V represents the workspace volume. Figure 3 shows the 

maximum reachable position workspace for the dimensions under consideration 
using the method direct search [16].  The larger circles represent the regions covered 
independently by each limb with maximum stroke of prismatic joint. In practice, the 

aximum rotation angle of flexure hinges is determined by the allowable stress of 
material and is examined using finite element analysis.  
 

m

 
 

and r1, the extreme values d2imin and d2imax are arrived. Of the 15255 
points in reachable workspace vicinity, only 30 points (marked as red) are found to 

omb drive 

Figure 3: Maximum reachable workspace (units of X and Y axes are in m) 
 
Figure 4 shows the singularities identified in the workspace based on the condition 
number. Here, whenever the value of GDI becomes less than 110-20, the state is 
recorded as singular. The important dimensions like radii of the movable and fixed 
platforms: r 

be singular. 

3 Static and Dynamic Analysis 
A pseudo-rigid body model simplifies the static problem of mechanisms with flexure 
hinges. Approach is to separate the links and apply reaction forces on them. Based 
on the equilibrium, the equations of the links are established. The linear c
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actuator generates a force F  under the actuation voltage V to deflect the hinges so 
 

comb

that the mechanism displaces in the workspace. This force is given by [4]: 

   Fi= 


 2
0Vb

n   (i=1,2,3)     (8) 

where n is number of comb fingers (=235), 0 is permittivity of free space  
(8.85410-12 F/m), b is width of the finger (=50 m) and  (=3 m) is gap between 

o neighbouring fingers. With these dimensions, when actuation voltage is 90 volts, 
the drive provides a force equal to 280.9 N.  
 

tw

   
 

ed, the work done by them 
 are o hing

Figure 4: Singularities (in red) based on condition number 
 
In the proposed linkage, when comb drives are actuat
must be balanced by the energy stored at the hinges. Since there tw es in 
each limb, we can write from principle of virtual work: 
    F1d21 + F2d22+ F3d23 = 2(½ Kb 11

2+ ½ Kb 12
2 + ½ Kb 13

2)    (9) 
Thus, by writing 11, 12 and 13 in terms of translations of prismatic links d21, 
d22 and d23, we can estimate the slider displacement and hence the table motion 
for a known applied voltage. This can be written as: =J-1d and defines resolution 
of the linkage in terms of resolution of the comb-drive actuators. Resolution is 
considered constant in small working range. A finite element model of the proposed 
mechanism is developed in ANSYS with the joint stiffness modelled as a torsional 
spring. The electrostatic forces are applied at the connecting legs, so as to measure 
the displacements and stresses in the system. The links of this model use BEAM188 
elements with realistic parameters so that it accounts deflection of hinges and links, 
while the moving platform is modelled by using PLANE183 elements (8 node 2 
DOF plate) as shown in Figure 5.The flexure hinges are modelled using COMBIN14 
with torsional rotation option. As PLANE183 cannot model the rotational constraints 
at the corners where the links join with moving platform, the corner nodes are also 
joined by BEAM188 elements. The dimensions of the hinges (given as scalar 
parameters) are: width h=70 m, radius at the neck R=300 m and neck thickness 
t=12 m and E=131 GPa and yield stress of silicon material=7000 MPa. The 
displacements of the table centre driven by one of the three actuators are obtained 
and shown in Figure 6. The relationship between the actuation and Cartesian space is 
therefore linear. Using ANSYS, the Jacobian matrix can be determined as follows: 
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each input link is displaced by d2 while other two links are constrained to have zero 
displacement; then the moving platform displacement and rotation are recorded. 
Using the results from three displacement cases, the Jacobian can be filled one 
column at a time. Natural frequencies and the dynamic behaviour of a micro 
positioning stage is crucial aspect for its successful operation in manufacture. The 

age should respond quickly to fast changes in the commanded position but needs to 
be robust at the same time.  
 

st

  
 
 Figure 5 ANSYS image of the model               Figure 6 Displacements of platform 
 
Reduced mode extraction method is used to carry-out modal analysis. Table 1 reports 

e first three natural frequencies of the stage as a function of flexure hinge 
parameter t/R.  
 

e 1 N l Frequenci he stage (i
M  M  M   

th

Tabl atura es of t n Hz) 
t/R ode-1 ode-2 ode-3

0.08 693 693 1662 
0.10 764 764 1727 
0.25 821 821 1855 
0.40 848 848 1933 

 
These modes correspond to the two translations and a rotational motion. Both 
translation (first two) modes occur at same frequencies due to symmetry of linkage. 
As thickness of hinge reduces for a given value of R, all the frequencies dropped 

icating the effect of hinge-flexure on the system dynamics. down considerably ind

4 Conclusion 
This work presented numerical analysis of X-Y- micro-positioning stage based on 
planar 3-RPR parallel mechanism. A pseudo-rigid body model that considers the 
flexure hinges (instead of revolute joints as in conventional linkage) as equivalent 
torsional springs was employed to analyze the motion of compliant parallel 
mechanism. Inverse kinematics, workspace and singularity analysis were carried out 
as in conventional parallel linkages. The idea of electrostatic actuation for driving the 
prismatic links in 3-RPR compliance linkage has been proposed. The natural 
frequencies of the system were obtained as a function of flexure joint parameters. As 
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a future scope o
characteristics and reso

f this work, the stage has to be fabricated and the workspace 
lution need to be correctly predicted.  
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